
















































































J. S. Bach: Ich habe genung BWV 82
Version in E minor for soprano, flute, strings, and continuo (reconstruction)

A favorite not only among listeners and musicians today but also probably of Bach himself, this 
work has a complicated history which can only be summarized here. At least three distinct 
versions are clearly documented: (1) the original in C minor for bass voice with oboe as the solo 
wind instrument; (2) an E-minor version substituting soprano and flute; and (3) a late, revised 
version again for bass voice and oboe, in C minor. In addition, at least two distinct states of each 
of the last two versions appear to be documented, and the second and third movements are also 
preserved in a reduced form for voice and continuo in the second Little Keyboard Book for Anna
Magdalena Bach.

The existence of this last form of the work raises the possibility that the soprano version of the 
entire cantata might have been created for Bach’s second wife, who had been a professional court
singer prior to their marriage and who continued to perform with her husband after their 
marriage in 1721, although possibly only when traveling away from Leipzig. This raises the 
further possibility that, although composed originally as a church piece for the Leipzig liturgy, 
one or more of the work’s subsequent adaptations was for private domestic or court use. Further 
use within the family is suggested by the fact that the vocal part of the late, revised version is 
mainly in the hand of Johann Christoph Altnickol, Bach’s pupil and eventual son-in-law (after 
his marriage to Elisabeth Juliana Friderica Bach early in 1749) who was also a singer and 
organist.

Extant primary sources for the work (all now held in the Berlin Staatsbibliothek with shelf marks
beginning “Bach Mus. ms.”) include Bach’s composing score (P 114), Anna Magdalena’s 
Clavierbüchlein (P 225), and fifteen performing parts (St 54). The score and three of the parts 
were prepared shortly before the first performance on Feb. 2, 1727 (the Feast of Purification), but
the greatest number of surviving parts, including autograph parts for oboe, viola, and organ, as 
well as Altnickol’s bass part, have been dated to about 1746–47. Even later is an autograph part 
for oboe da caccia, an addition to the third movement (the aria “Schlummert ein”) that could be 
from as late as 1748.

Only the late version for bass and oboe survives complete. The loss of most of the original 
performing parts means that Bach’s annotations for the first presentation, which would have 
included continuo figures, dynamics, and other essential performance directions absent from his 
composing score, are also lost. For the soprano version we have only copies of the vocal part 
from about 1731, made by Bach’s pupil Johann Ludwig Krebs, and the flute part from about 
1735, by an unidentified copyist. Anna Magdalena’s copy, which probably dates from the second
half of the 1730s, is really an adaptation, consisting of the recitative “Ich habe genung” and the 
aria “Schlummert ein” without its string parts or ritornellos (and without its bass line except 
within a second, incomplete copy). Sebastian at some point altered Krebs’s copy of the soprano 
part, effecting a change of key back to C minor by altering the key signature and converting the 
original soprano clef to the rare mezzo-soprano clef. Whether this was intended for what we 
would call a mezzo-soprano voice is uncertain. Bach’s additional heading “mezo” (sic) might 
have been meant merely to point to the unusual clef. The part, meant to sound an octave higher 
than the original for bass voice, does not extend beyond Bach’s usual alto range.



Although scholars had long been aware of the E-minor version, it was not published until 1994, 
together with the two C-minor versions in volume I/28 of the Neue Bach-Ausgabe (Kassel: 
Bärenreiter). Unfortunately, this “reconstruction” by the editor Matthias Wendt, although 
naturally based on the 1731 soprano part and 1735 flute part, incorporated only transposed 
versions of the string parts from Bach’s original score. It therefore lacks most of Bach’s 
performance markings, of which many are likely to have been already present in Bach's original  
set of parts. Wendt’s reconstruction also excludes occasional small refinements that Bach added 
(especially to the bass line) in the late, revised version. Moreover, the transposition of the string 
parts, although by only a major third, occasionally places them (especially the continuo) 
unusually high despite the low tessitura of the soprano part (which often descends to b).

For these reasons a more flexible reconstruction that incorporates elements from the late version 
is desirable. Unfortunately, there is no entirely reliable way to do this without introducing 
subjective elements to the score. This is because even Bach’s late autograph parts contain clear 
errors in the basso continuo figuration as well as inconsistencies in slurs and dynamics. 
Evidently Bach added at least some of these markings without checking the score or other parts. 
In addition, Bach’s late organ part, which as usual is both transposed (from C minor to B-flat 
minor) and figured, adds occasional small melodic and rhythmic variants to the bass line. These, 
although attractive, cannot always be copied to the bass of the E-minor version due to 
considerations of octave register.

Unlike Wendt’s, the present reconstruction is not claimed to represent any authentic version of 
the work, except for the soprano part, which appears to have undergone no substantive changes 
subsequent to Krebs’s copy. The flute, string, and continuo parts incorporate markings for 
articulation, ornaments, and dynamics from the late revised parts for oboe and strings; continuo 
figures have been adapted from those of Bach’s organ part, silently correcting apparent mistakes. 
Although there is no separate organ part for the first movement, the score includes a cue for the 
latter, which, if following the same principles as the existing organ part, would have substituted 
rests for the last two repeated notes in each group of three). Within the flute part, parentheses and
dotted slurs indicate additions or alternate readings from the autograph oboe part of ca. 1746–47;
brackets indicate editorial conjectures. No attempt has been made to indicate similar additions 
and emendations within the string parts, whose E-minor version has left no trace.

Copyright notice. This score is (c) 2017 by David Schulenberg. All rights reserved. Permission 
is granted to reproduce and perform this edition, provided that it is identified as my 
reconstruction of the work by J. S. Bach and that no substantive alterations are made, apart from 
corrections of any errors that may have escaped my attention.
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